
How can a linen curtain protect my bathroom from 
water drops?

Many of you are concerned that linen curtain won’t 
protect the bathroom from the water, and now we have 
the solution for that. For additional water protection 
select the option that includes a durable waterproof 
liner and enjoy natural quality of your curtain.

How do I stop mold from growing on my linen shower 
curtain?

Any material not allowed to thoroughly dry between 
uses is going to develop mold.

It happens with man-made plastic as well as natural, 
organic materials. Try the following tips to minimize 
mold and extend the natural beauty and life of your 
curtain:

        1. Hang the curtain so it doesn’t touch the floor. 
That way, your curtain won’t absorb moisture from the 
floor.
        2. Whenever possible, allow your curtain to dry 
between uses. 
        3. Sometimes we propose curtain and liner are 
sewn together on the top only, then hang the 
waterproof liner inside the tub and the linen layer 
outside the tub. This creates an extra layer of protection 
between the water and your linen curtain. Message us 
to add this customization to your order.
        4. Even if you follow each of these tips, you still 
need to occasionally clean the waterproof liner. We 
recommend using a brush to gently wipe off any debris 
or water beads.

SHOWER CURTAIN
Before you join the group of people 
enjoying elegant shower curtains made 
of high-quality, natural linen in their 
bathrooms, you may have questions. We 
have answers. If you don’t see your 
questions answered here, then let us 
know. Our team is happy to spend some 
time helping you make the right decision 
for your home.
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How many holes does the curtain have? 

Our standard is 12 holes. Contact us if you want to 
custom order a curtain with a different number of 
holes.

Where can I buy the hooks like those on the 
product picture? 

We’re glad you like our display photos! The hooks are 
available at Amazon There are similar hooks that 
allow for hanging two curtains at the same time, 
such as the waterproof liner and linen outer curtain.

Shall I add some width for the fullness of the curtain? 

We make custom sizes based on the length of your tube, 
message us for help with your order.

I want to use the linen shower curtain for my clawfoot 
tub. Would a standard 72" wide panel be enough?

We usually recommend 1.2 times fullness for the shower 
curtain.

I have a circular shower curtain rod, is there a solution for 
my bath?

Yes, we make curtains for circular rods as well, and 
depending on its construction we may propose one or two 
separate curtains to accommodate the rod.

Why can’t I see as many color choices for the 
shower curtain as for other curtains?

Our linen shower curtains are a standard 72 inches 
wide. Some colors don’t reach that wide without a 
seam. That doesn’t mean your color scheme is out 
the window. Our designers and consultants are 
happy to help you find a beautiful solution. We will 
work with you to determine the best place to put a 
seam in your favorite color curtain. We can use 
either horizontal or vertical seams to create one-of-
a-kind designs to complement your bathroom 
decor.

Our designers and 
consultants are 
happy to help you 
find a beautiful 
solution.
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